Our aims!

- Provide a variety of events throughout term – so you always have something to look forward to!
- Themed BOPS – Euphoria, 80s etc (chosen by poll)
- Formal with afterparties
- Non-alcoholic alternatives – outdoor cinemas, silent discos, summer events etc
- Intercollegiate events - socials and joint BOPS!
- Generate bar interest – with music events, pub quizzes etc
- LISTEN TO YOU – we will provide events based on popular opinion, taken via social media!

About us!

We are both 1st year Law students, but never miss an opportunity to go out

Ben

Qualifications: native to South Wales, Ben has the honour of being ejected from Cardiff’s most popular Wetherspoons. He is eager to apply his expertise to St Anne’s.

Leila

Qualifications: native to Stoke, Leila can chug a pint faster than you. She once didn’t sleep for five nights on a clubbing holiday, so is somewhat used to the hours at Oxford.

We are both organised and, since we are living together next year, will communicate efficiently and effectively. We are confident that we can cultivate a fun and inclusive environment, making everyone feel welcome at St Anne’s.